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Abstract

The software reusability mode is highly required field for successful execution of artificial intelligence, machine learning based applications to fulfill the present and future human needs. The identification, classification and measuring the required components are key-roles concerns in fast development of software reusability components for producing the high quality software. This paper is proposing the Fuzzy Logic Controller Neural Network Hybrid System which is implicated to recognize the affecting factors of component reusability execution by instituting the strong, week relationships in among these considered factors to fulfill the user requirement. This approach considered eleven effecting factors such as Portability, Reliability, Complexity, Efficiency, Quality, Security, Cost, Maintainability, Cohesion, Availability and Flexibility along with their related attribute metrics. This paper has composed with four major objectives such as: the comparative analysis of Fuzzy Logic Control System and Neural Networks with their advantages and execution flow; The implications of Fuzzy Logic Control Neural Network Hybrid System architecture design for concern problem; The proposed FLCNNHS based algorithm and execution data flow diagram for executing the considered software reusability effecting factors along with their supporting attributes metrics for identification and Classification of Reusability Components through Strong, Weak Relationships of Lattice Factors which is implacable for designing the better quality software product; and described the experimental analysis and results through proposed algorithmic approach. This innovative approach is more helpful for software developers to choose highly accurate components which are more required to build the high efficiency secure systems.
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1. Introduction

In fast growing life, the software developers always planning to use the software components which are straightforwardly entrenched into the past existing software applications and highly involve in the development of the high quality software product by reducing the production cost, time, user efforts, maintenance and man-power. The software reusability mode is highly required field for successful execution of artificial intelligence, machine learning based applications to fulfill the present and future human needs. In present scenario, the mainstreams of software systems are building by enhancing from past designed reusable components. The identification, classification and measuring the required components are key-roles concerns in fast development of software reusability components for producing the high quality software.

The main aspire of component implicated software development (CISD) is to decrease human-efforts, production-cost, expansion-time and which is used to produce the high superiority software invention [1]. The various excellence replicas are projected to forecast, develop the higher efficiency software applications. These quality models are implicated as a tool by holding main concern of the development of the new software applications. These entire implicated quality model are nonspecific models and which are not consider the quality aspects of CISD [10]. The reusability based components will be implicated based on the various quality effecting factors such as usability, reliability, flexibility, functionality, utility, configurability, compatibility, portability, understandability, cost, efficiency and so on.

The various authors are proposed the various methodologies in CISD environment by considering the various software component developments quality factors and their enhancement implications [15-33]. Recently the author Shrdhda Sagar et. al. has proposed the approach of Software Quality Estimation of Component Based Software System by Using Fuzzy MOORA Approach by implicating with six indirectly or directly effecting superiority factors such as reliability, functionality, fault tolerance, security, efficiency and maintainability[10].

This paper is proposing the Fuzzy Logic Controller Neural Network Hybrid System which is implicated to recognize the affecting factors of component reusability execution by instituting the
strong, weak relationships in among these considered factors to fulfill the user requirement. This approach considered ten effecting factors such as usability, reliability, efficiency, compatibility, configurability, security, cost, portability, self-customizability and flexibility.

Researchers are proposed many algorithms and techniques have been developed for estimating the reliability of component-based software systems (CBSSs), much more research is needed [3]. Accurate estimation of the reliability of a CBSS is difficult because it depends on two factors: component reliability and glue code reliability [3]. The reliability is a real-world phenomenon with many associated real-time problems. Soft computing techniques can help to solve problems whose solutions are uncertain or unpredictable [3]. A number of soft computing approaches for estimating CBSS reliability have been proposed. These techniques learn from the past and capture existing patterns in data. The two basic elements of soft computing are neural networks and fuzzy logic [3]. The CISD environment is the process of assembling existing software components in an application such that they satisfy a predefined functionality. To assess the reuse of components, it is important to estimate reusability of these components [2].

2. Paper Objectives

This paper is proposing the Fuzzy Logic Controller Neural Network Hybrid System which is implicated to recognize the affecting factors of component reusability execution by instituting the strong, weak relationships in among these considered factors to fulfill the user requirement. This is proposing four major objectives as:

- The comparative analysis of Fuzzy Logic Control System and Neural Networks with their advantages and execution flow;
- Implications of Fuzzy Logic Control Neural Network Hybrid System (FLCNNHS) architecture design;
- Proposed FLCNNHS based algorithm and execution data flow diagram for executing the considered software reusability effecting factors along with their supporting attributes metrics for identification and Classification of Reusability Components through Strong, Weak Relationships of Lattice Factors which is implacable for designing the better quality software product.
- Experimental analysis and results through the proposed algorithmic approach.

3. Implications of Fuzzy Logic Control Neural Network Hybrid System (FLCNNHS)

The Soft Computing is an approach for building the systems which are computationally intelligent acts like as human brain by holding the special features of self-thinking, self-sensing, self-decision making and self-molding properties for solvating the complex problems. The hybridized intellectual experts systems are formed with a varied range of artificial intelligence (AI) based neural network (NN) features by using the enhanced versions of fuzzy logic controller (FLC) system and genetic algorithm (GA). These two individual methods are represented by their own techniques, functionalities, objectives and methodology implications for solving the current complex problems [34]. By avoiding the individual limitations, the AI based NN is deriving the best future of function approximation along with their learning-training capabilities and the FLC is very good at decision making approach along with knowledge representation based computations. The neural based fuzzy logic system is used to impersonate the human actions directed with their ideas [34].

The contribution of metrics to the overall objective of the software quality is understood and recognized [4-7]. But how these metrics collectively determine reusability of a software component is still at its naïve stage [4]. A neural Network approach could serve as an economical, automatic tool to generate reusability ranking of software [8]. But, when one designs with Neural Networks alone, the network is a black box that needs to be defined, which is a highly compute-intensive process. One must develop a good sense, after extensive experimentation and practice, of the complexity of the network and the learning algorithm to be used. Fuzzy systems, on the other hand, require a thorough understanding of the fuzzy variables and membership functions, of the input-output relationships, as well as the good judgment to select the fuzzy rules that contribute the most to the solution of the application. As for the Fuzzy inference system there is a need of membership rules for fuzzy categories [4]. It is difficult to deduce these membership rules with a given set of complex data. Neural nets and fuzzy systems, although very different, have close relationship: they work with impression in a space that is not defined by crisp, deterministic boundaries [9]. Neural network can be used to define fuzzy rules for the fuzzy inference system [4]. A neural network is good at discovering relationships and pattern in the data, so neural network can be used to preprocess data in the fuzzy system. Furthermore, neural network that can learn new relationships with new input data can be used to refine fuzzy rules to create fuzzy adaptive system. With the objective of taking advantage of the features of the both, we proposed Neuro-Fuzzy based approach to identify reusable components in existing systems [4].

4. Proposed Methodology of Fuzzy Logic Control Neural Network Hybrid System (FLCNNHS)

The derived combinational mixed-version of neural fuzzy logic control system with inference rules composes the technical derivations to solve critical problems mixed connective conjunct consonants and mixed numerals. NFLCSIR touch all deviations of logical, numeric and linguistic data values. Knowledge of expert is easily adjustable by using the neural networks and with generation of additional rules of fuzzy membership functions is used to fulfill the certain specifications. It gives reasonable, flexible outputs and saves the time consumption period. As shown in the fig. 3. The imprecise input values can be converted into neuron based inputs such as A(i1-in), then these inputs transformed into fuzzy input to form the fuzzy sets [31]. Then the fuzzification approach has implemented with fuzzy based inference rules M(A) for prior collected hug fuzzy set formed of data sets A(i1-in) based on the fuzzy membership functions and fuzzy approached rules and it derives the values of M(B). It generates the linguistic values such as B1-Bn based on fuzzy processed inference-rule based fuzzy set. Then derive and compare the output responses of linguistic values with required input-linguistic values. The output responses (B) can be formed when the linguistic values satisfies the required input-linguistic values. If not, When the sensor detects any unrecognition of output or failure to recognize then the normalization process can be applied to output linguistic values to reduce the redundancy errors. The above mention process can be repeated when the sensor detects any overlapping recognition or slot correction errors.
In the current research a new approach to predict component reusability. The Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) and Artificial Neural Network (ANN) have already been used by many researchers using different factors of reusability every time. It is proven in many proposed techniques that neuro-fuzzy give the better results as compare to standalone FIS or ANN because it uses the power of rules decision of FIS and adaptive nature of ANN in a single system together [11]. This paper is proposing the Fuzzy Logic Controller Neural Network Hybrid System which is implicated to recognize the affecting factors of component reusability execution by instituting the strong, week relationships in among these considered factors to fulfill the user requirement.

5.1. Considered Related Effecting Factors

This approach considered eleven effecting factors such as Portability, Reliability, Complexity, Efficiency, Quality, Security, Cost, Maintainability, Cohesion, Availability and Flexibility along with their related attribute metrics. All supporting software reusability effecting factors are represented as row-wise execution and all supporting related effecting factors implicated attribute metrics are represented as column-wise execution as shown in the table 2 and figure 1.

5.2. Associated Effecting Factors Implicated Attribute Metrics

All title and author details must be in single-column format and must be centred.

Portability: Platform Independent, Machine Independent
Reliability: High Performance, Less Time
Complexity: Easy Understandable, Easy Adaptable
Efficiency: Minimum Resources, Fast Execution
Quality: Error-Free, Bug-Free, Test Cases, High Performance
Security: High Defence, High Privacy
Cost: low price
Maintainability: Easy Adaptable, Self-Mould
Cohesion: Module Bound
Availability: Easy Retrieve, Fast Retrieve
Flexibility: Machine Independent, Platform Independent, Self-Mould, Easy Adaptable

In this approach, all effecting factors are considered as input parameters which is converted into neural inputs and transmitted to the fuzzy logic controller which is used generates the linguistic values based on the neural inputs, the fuzzification inference rules implicated to derive the strong, week relationships then transmitted it to defuzzification stage to generate the outputs of accurate reusable components, then transmitted it final stage of neural mode to generated the output responses as shown in the algorithm and fig.4.
Table 1: All supporting software reusability effecting factors are represented as row-wise execution and all supporting related effecting factors implicated attribute metrics are represented as column-wise execution

| Platform Inde- | Machine Inde- | High Perform- | Los | Easy | Easy | Lo | Self | Min- | Fast | Mod- | Fast | Bu- | Test | High | High | Easy |
| Form Independent (PI) | pendent (MI) | ance (IP) | ume | Under- | Adopt- | w | sel | res- | Exe- | ble | Re- | ge- | t | Hy- | Re- |
| | | | | standable | able (EA) | w | o- | s (MR) | cution (FE) | ble (MR) | ceive (FR) | e (EF) | it | High- |rieve (ER) | Hy- |
| Portability (Pp) | 1 | 0.9 | 0.75 | 0.4 | 0.8 | 0.85 | 0.4 | 0.6 | 0.62 | 0.58 | 0.6 | 0.5 | 0.1 | 0.2 | 0.4 | 0.3 |
| Reliability (Rel) | 0.9 | 0.65 | 1 | 0 | 0.6 | 0.5 | 0 | 0.4 | 0.3 | 0.85 | 0.2 | 0.1 | 0.8 | 0.8 | 0 | 0.7 | 0.7 |
| Availability (Avail) | 0.35 | 0.3 | 0.25 | 0 | 0.2 | 0.15 | 0 | 0.8 | 0.78 | 0.12 | 0.7 | 0.9 | 0.7 | 0.6 | 0 | 0.4 | 0.4 |
| Cohesion (Coh) | 0.65 | 0.6 | 0.55 | 0.6 | 0.72 | 0.7 | 0 | 0.5 | 0.9 | 0.95 | 1 | 0.45 | 0.8 | 0.8 | 0 | 0.4 | 0.3 |
| Efficiency (Eff) | 0.45 | 0.4 | 0.65 | 0.6 | 0.55 | 0.5 | 0.5 | 0.5 | 0.1 | 0 | 0.7 | 0.65 | 0.8 | 0.8 | 0 | 0.3 | 0.2 |
| Maintainability (Maint) | 0.8 | 0.75 | 0.3 | 0 | 0.2 | 0.85 | 0 | 0 | 0.9 | 0.9 | 0.2 | 0.7 | 0.65 | 0.4 | 0.4 | 0.5 | 0.6 |
| Security (Sec) | 0.9 | 0.85 | 0.8 | 0 | 0.4 | 0.75 | 0 | 0 | 0.45 | 0.25 | 0.6 | 0.3 | 0.6 | 0.5 | 0 | 1 | 0.9 |
| Cost | 0.9 | 0.85 | 0.4 | 0 | 0.45 | 0.5 | 0 | 0.5 | 0.95 | 0.3 | 0.6 | 0.2 | 0.7 | 0.6 | 0 | 0.8 | 0.7 |
| Quality (Quad) | 0.6 | 0.55 | 0.8 | 0 | 0.2 | 0.3 | 0 | 0.2 | 0.75 | 0.7 | 0.6 | 0.35 | 1 | 0.9 | 0 | 0.4 | 0.4 |
| Flexibility (Flex) | 0.95 | 1 | 0.75 | 0.8 | 0.85 | 0 | 0 | 0.9 | 0.6 | 0.55 | 0.3 | 0.3 | 0.2 | 0.2 | 0 | 0.5 | 0.4 |
| Complexity (Comp) | 0.75 | 0.7 | 0.3 | 0 | 1 | 0.9 | 0 | 0 | 0.8 | 0.55 | 0.35 | 0.4 | 0.8 | 0.5 | 0 | 0.6 | 0.6 |

Fig. 2: All supporting software reusability effecting factors are represented as row-wise execution and all supporting related effecting factors implicated attribute metrics are represented as column-wise execution

In table 2 and fig 4 the yellow background coloured numbers as considered as the strong relationship metrics of attributes of concern software reusability factors.

5.3. FLCNNHS Methodology Execution Flow

In the proposed model for reusability, the input variables which have been taken, each consisting of three different fuzzy linguistic sets such as high, medium and by using Gaussian membership functions such as μ Z(k, y) along with Fuzzy controller in a closed-loop configuration implications. The fuzzification process is applied on these sets by taking the normalized values for concern attributes by implicating membership values 0 and 1 and between [0 1] and for defuzzification, so as to produce a crisp value, five membership functions range is defined between [0 1] such as very low, low, medium high, very high for reusability index. In this approach, all effecting factors are considered as input parameters which is converted into neural inputs and transmitted to the fuzzy logic controller which is used generates the linguistic values based on the neural inputs, the fuzzification inference rules implicated to derive the strong, weak relationships then transmitted it to defuzzification stage to generate the outputs of accurate reusable components, then transmitted it final stage of neural mode to generated the output responses. The given FLCNNHS system based on expert knowledge contains 14 rules, 6 inputs and one single output for reusability.

The entire data set of reusability level is 27 samples. They are referred to as training data and testing data. Upon training, the ANFIS shows the training error which reflects that how good the mapping function is working. To validate the model, further applied the testing data to see that how the ANFIS behaves for known data. ANFIS maps the function onto the testing data as per the training. This means a new FIS is created to fit the data into membership functions using the grid partitioning method as it generates a single-output Sugeno-type FIS. The ANFIS automatically selects the membership function and also generates the new FIS [11]
5.4. Algorithmic Design

**Step1:** Considered Effecting Reusability Factors

**Step2:** Case Study1: Recognize the applicable Effecting Reusability Factors

**Step3:** Case Study2: Recognize the related attribute metrics of considered applicable Effecting Reusability Factors from case study1

**Step4:** Classification: Classify the metrics based on required objectives with help of Neural Networks Mechanism

**Step5:** Conversion of input attribute metrics values into neural inputs for easy classification

**Step6:** Conversion of neural inputs into fuzzy input representation

**Step7:** Define the input parameters, membership functions

**Step8:** Generate the Fuzzy Inference Rules

**Step9:** Measuring the parameters
   - First Strong Relationship Metric $\rightarrow$ SRM1
   - Second Strong Relationship Metric $\rightarrow$ SRM2
   - First Week Relationship Metric $\rightarrow$ WRM1
   - Second Week Relationship Metric $\rightarrow$ WRM2

**Step10:** Define the Reusability Item Set and Non-Reusability Item Set
   - Reusability Item Set $\rightarrow$ RIS
   - Non-Reusability Item Set $\rightarrow$ NRIS

**Step11:** Based on Fuzzy Logic Inference Rules the If-Then Implications are applied

**Step12:** The efficient execution: either RIS based Execution (Step13) or NRIS based Execution (Step14)

**Step13:** The RIS based Execution
   If $\text{RIS} = f(\text{SRM1}, \text{SRM2})$ Then
     Then Best Reusability Item Set (BRIS) $\leftarrow$ RIS
     To process BRIS for software reusability
   Otherwise
     Generate the different training, learning test cases

**Step14:** The NRIS based Execution
   If $\text{NRIS} = f(\text{WRM1}, \text{WRM2})$ Then
     Then Best Avoidable Reusability Item Set (BARIS) $\leftarrow$ NRIS
     To process BARIS for software reusability
   Otherwise
     Generate the different training, learning test cases

**Step15:** Choose the best parameters of attribute metrics values based on either BRIS implication or BARIS implication.
5.4. Data Flow Execution

Considered Effecting Reusability Factors

Case Study1: Recognize the applicable Effecting Reusability Factors

Case Study2: Recognize the related attribute metrics of considered applicable Effecting Reusability Factors from case study1

Classification: Classify the metrics based on required objectives with help of Neural Networks Mechanism

Conversion of input attribute metrics values into neural inputs for easy classification

Conversion of neural inputs into fuzzy input representation

Define the input parameters, membership functions

Generate the Fuzzy Inference Rules

First Strong Relationship Metric \( \rightarrow \) SRM1
Second Strong Relationship Metric \( \rightarrow \) SRM2
First Week Relationship Metric \( \rightarrow \) WRM1
Second Week Relationship Metric \( \rightarrow \) WRM2

Reusability Item Set \( \rightarrow \) RIS
Non-Reusability Item Set \( \rightarrow \) NRIS

Based on Fuzzy Logic Inference Rules
The If-Then Implications are applied

Generate the different training, learning test

\[
RIS = f(SRM1, SRM2)
\]

False

To process BRIS for software reusability

Best Reusability Item Set \( (BRIS) \) \( \leftrightarrow \) RIS

Choose the best parameters of attribute metrics values based on either BRIS implication or BARIS implication

\[
NRIS = f(WRM1, WRM2)
\]

False

To process BARIS for software reusability

Best Avoidable Reusability Item Set \( (BARIS) \) \( \leftrightarrow \) NRIS

Fig. 3: Data Flow Execution of Identification, Classification of Reusability Components through Strong, Week Relationships of Lattice Factors
5.6 Experimental Results

Fig. 4: Experimental table of all supporting software reusability effecting factors and its supporting related effecting factors implicated attribute metrics as shown in the table 2 and fig. 3.

Fig. 5: Experimental scenario executed from fig.5 to generate the relationships through the considered objects of software reusability effecting factors and it supporting attributes metrics.

Fig. 6: Experimental scenario of node to node execution for identification overall stability of effecting factors.

The figure 5 is representing the Experimental scenario executed from fig.5 to generate the relationships through the considered objects of software reusability effecting factors and its supporting attributes metrics. It has generated the relational lattices of objects of software reusability effecting factors to it supporting attributes metrics through 2048 nodes and 11264 supporting arcs. The accurate relationships are identified through the particular objective based node to node relationship as shown in the fig.6.
6. Conclusion

In present scenario, the mainstreams of software systems are building by enhancing from past designed reusable components. The identification, classification and measuring the required components are key-roles concerns in fast development of software reusability components for producing the high quality software. This paper is proposing the Fuzzy Logic Controller Neural Network Hybrid System which is implicated to recognize the affecting factors of component reusability execution by instituting the strong, week relationships in among these considered factors to fulfill the user requirement. This approach considered eleven effecting factors such as Portability, Reliability, Complexity, Efficiency, Quality, Security, Cost, Maintainability, Cohesion, Availability and Flexibility along with their related attribute metrics. This paper has implemented with four major objectives such as: the comparative analysis of Fuzzy Logic Control System and Neural Networks with their advantages and execution flow; The implications of Fuzzy Logic Control Neural Network Hybrid System (FLCNNHS) architecture design for concern problem; The proposed FLCNNHS based algorithm and execution data flow diagram for executing the considered software reusability effecting factors along with their supporting attributes metrics for identification and Classification of Reusability Components through Strong, Week Relationships of Lattice Factors which is implicable for designing the better quality software product; and described the experimental analysis and results through proposed algorithmic approach. This innovative approach is more helpful for software developers to choose highly accurate components which are more required to build the high efficiency secure systems.
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